
Family Games



All in together girls, 

This fine weather girls,

Get your hat, and get your coat,

And get your umbrella girls,

I spy a lark, shining in the dark, 

Echo, echo, Go, Go Go! 

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, 
tip the ground

�

This game involves one skipper at a time, 
performing the actions as they skip.

 � All in together girls

This game involves the skippers 
jumping in together, all at once.

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, tip the ground, 

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear turn around,

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear show your shoe,

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear that will do,

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear go up the stairs,

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear say your prayers,

Teddy Bear. Teddy Bear put out the light,

Teddy Bear. Teddy Bear say good-night,

Goodnight.



Charlie Chaplin went to France
Charlie Chaplin went to France, 

To teach the ladies how to dance,

And this is the way he taught them,

First you do your cross-bars 
(Skipper does the action)

Then you do your kicks 
(Skipper does the action)

Then you do your twirl around 
(Skipper does the action)

And then you do the splits 
(Skipper does the action) 

� Under the Moon and over the Stars
Two people turn the rope, all the rest stand looking into the rope turning towards them. 
All the skippers run under the rope while chanting ‘Under the moon’ and skip back over 
the rope while chanting ‘And Over the Stars’.  Whoever doesn’t clear the rope is out.

�



  
Elastics also called French Skipping, sometimes called 
Chinese Skipping and even Double Dutch
A long piece of elastic with both ends tied together is required for this game. Two people 
stand inside the elastic and far enough apart to make it taut. One person has a go at a time.

Game 1 
‘England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Inside, Outside, Inside,Scales’
First player jumps according to the diagram, ending by landing 
both feet on the elastic, as follows:

1. With one foot in the middle and one on the outside, 
jump four times from side to side chanting England,
Ireland, Scotland, Wales. 

2. Jump with two feet inside elastic, chanting ‘Inside’, 

3. Jump with two feet outside elastic chanting ‘Outside’, 

4. Jump inside chanting ‘Inside’, 

5. Finish with a jump landing with one foot on each of the two 
sides chanting ’Scales’.  



Conkers - from the horse chestnut tree
Method: Each player threads some string 
through a pierced hole in their conker. Tie a 
knot at one end so the conker doesn’t fall out. 
One person stands and holds their conker 
steady, the other person attempts to smash 
the opponent’s conker with their own conker 
through a swing and hit sequence. The conker 
that breaks the other conker is the winner. 
Each player gets five turns before handing over 
to the other player. Tip - when piercing the hole 
through the conker, try not to crack the conker, 
this makes it more vulnerable and increases 
the chances of your opponent. A conker gains 
in status each time it smashes the opponents 
conker, so keep count and keep lucky conkers!

Pitch and Toss and Jacks are very old games. They 
are simple, quaint and old-fashioned and might need 
to be re-imagined for twenty-first century players.

Pitch and toss: The players toss coins at a mark, 
usually a wall and the person whose coin hits closest 
to the mark or the wall wins the coin. This game can 
also be played with pebbles. Another way to play is to 
toss all the coins in the air and the person who tossed 
them wins all those that come down heads up.

Players – two per team
Age category: 9 – 12 years

Description – Static game involving 
precision aim, fire and smash
Equipment: Conkers, piercing 

implement, string

Pitch and Toss



The player can invent variations on the theme. This is a good game for practicing any team sport 
involving catching a ball or simply just to ward off boredom when nobody else is around.

Stand facing the wall and throw the ball to hit the wall at 
eye level and catch - 7 times. 

Next round - throw the ball at the wall at eye level and let it 
bounce once on the ground and catch - 7 times. 

Next round - throw the ball under right leg to hit wall and 
catch - 7 times. 

Next round - throw the ball under right leg to hit wall, 
bounce and catch - 7 times. 

Next round - throw the ball under left leg to hit wall and 
catch - 7 times. 

Next round - throw the ball under left leg to hit wall, 
bounce and catch - 7 times. 

Next round - throw the ball to hit the wall, turn around, 
bounce and catch - 7 times.

Queenie eye o 
The person who is ‘on’ stands with their 
back to all the players and throws the 
ball over their shoulder. One person 
catches the ball and hides it behind their 
back. The players chant ‘Queenie, eye 
oh who has the ball, is he big or is she 
small, is she tall or is he thin, is she like 
a banana skin?’ - the person who is ‘on’ 
tries to guess who has the ball.  

This game is played against a high wall a with a tennis ball.

Sevensies  



Sock-Ball 
This game is played by 
two people. A tennis ball 
is placed in a knee-high 
school sock. One person 
swings the ball around at 
ankle length and the other 
person jumps over it each 
time until they are out.

Also called ‘eepie-uppies’. A big 
square is drawn on the ground 
and divided into four smaller 
squares, marked 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Each player stands on a number. 
Each player tries to keep a ball 
in the air by using their knees. 
As a player drops the ball, they 
are eliminated. Whoever is left 
standing takes over all four 
squares and is the winner.

These games are seasonal, can be complex and once started can continue over several days, 
often leading to street leagues - Elastics (Spring), Hop-scotch (Summer), Marbles (Spring 
& Summer) and Conkers (Autumn). These games are remembered by parents and grand-
parents and they continue to exist by being shared and passed down through generations. 

Squares 




